
ECODAMUS
ECONOMIST ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

ECOD TOKEN
Ecodamus, the artificial intelligence economist project of the future, is an advanced
technology that will help you find your way in the crypto market. Ecodamus, which is
programmed with the Python infrastructure, interprets hundreds of economic
indicators and offers an advanced technical analysis. It aims to give you the best
results by scanning the news in the market with fundamental analysis.

What makes Ecodamus powerful?

Ecodamus interprets hundreds of economic indicators, criteria, indicators and
oscillators in seconds with its own artificial intelligence technique, giving the best
results for the questions you expect answers to. It is not limited to technical analysis
only. It analyzes the news well with fundamental analysis and makes its results more
consistent.



What kinds of questions can be asked of
Ecodamus?

Ecodamus has extensive coding power. You can ask him the most critical questions
about the crypto market.

Will Bitcoin Drop?
What happens to this coin this week?
What is your Shiba daily trading recommendation?
What is your medium term coin recommendation?
Suggest new project
Analyze this coin for me
in detail Map Bitcoin monthly return and risk Give the best trading targets of this coin

Here are some of the questions you can learn the answer to. The Ecodamus guide
will help you.

What is Ecod Token?
The Ecod Token is the required token for you to ask questions to the Ecodamus
artificial intelligence.

Why Should I Prefer Ecod Token?

Ecod Token is a low commission token running on the Binance Smart Chain network.
What makes it really valuable is the ecosystem within itself. The supply of Ecod
Token is limited to 800,000,000. Asking a question to the Ecodamus artificial
intelligence will cost 1 USDT equivalent Ecod Token. 90% of the Ecod token
received for each question will remain locked for 1 year, and 50% will be transferred
to the Ecodamus foundation, which will be established in 4 quarters of the next year.
The remaining 50% will be locked until 400,000,000 Ecod Tokens are accumulated in
the foundation pool. In this process, Ecod Token will continue to increase in value as
it is both purchased to ask questions and accumulated in the pool. When this halving
process is completed, a new update will come.

Ecod Token Gift

The total supply of Ecod Tokens is 8,000,000,000 Ecod tokens. Only 800,000,000
will be in circulation. The remaining 7,200,000,000 Ecod Tokens will be distributed
periodically on Ecodamus.com as gifts and burned.



On Which Exchanges Will It Be Listed?

On January 1, 2023, after Pancakeswap and Bitfinex, gate.io will be listed on mexc
global and binance exchanges.

Ecodamus Foundation

The Ecodamus foundation will be operational by 2023. The Foundation will ensure
that the Ecod Token chest remains locked, the development of the project and its
continuity with updates.







Sandbox Metaverse Connection



Ecodamus thinks that metaverse technology will come to the fore even more in the
future. That's why Sandbox will open an online Ecodamus artificial intelligence office
by purchasing land on the metaverse.

Android and IOS application

Android and IOS application options will be discussed by conducting an Ecodamus
community survey. If found suitable, it can be downloaded from Google Play and
Apple Store.

Ecodamus Artificial Intelligence Announcer

The metahuman human form of Ecodamus artificial intelligence will be ready in 2026
by creating the necessary infrastructure for media coverage, with all rights reserved
by the Ecodamus foundation.


